Abstract-Many real world data or processes have a network structure and can usefully be represented as graphs. Network analysis focuses on the relations among the nodes exploring the properties of network. We introduce a method for measuring the dependency between the nodes of a network, that is based on a structure in the local surroundings of the node. The approach extracts relations between the network's nodes and from either unweighted or already weighted network we get a weighted network where the assigned edge weights reflect the dependency between the nodes. Additionally, from dependency between the nodes, we derive a novel degree centrality measure which provides an interesting view on the importance of the node in a network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The network representation of complex systems provide useful model for studying many real-world processes, including the biological networks, the technological networks or the social networks [1] . Most of the previously studied networks were unweighted binary ones, however an extensive area of network measures has been already extended to the notion of weighted networks [2] , [3] as well as the clustering methods [4] , [5] . There are many ways of weighting the relations [2] , it could be based on the traffic between the nodes, similarity or the amount of collaboration. Our approach provides a new system level analysis of the activity and structure of networks. We study the network in terms of dependency, i.e. how dependent or independent are nodes in the network. We can see then which connections (or nodes) in the network are essencial for their surroundings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the related work. The dependency measure is presented in III. In section IV, we focus on the experiment and on its results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The weighted networks have been previously used in many papers and applications. Many of them emphasize the advantages of weighted networks over the classical -binary -ones [6] , [7] . There are many approaches to assign weights to edges in networks. The most natural ones usually come out of reality. For social network of telephone company customers we may assign weight to an edge based on the total length of conversation between the nodes [8] . Network of air transport between the cities can be supplied by the edge weight based on the total number of passenger (or seats) in particular flights [2] . Genes network may also benefit from assigning weights to edges based on similar function of particular genes [7] . It's quite common that more than one weighting approach based on reality exists.
Community extraction is another area that has been studied extensively [9] , [10] , because analyzing interconnected groups provide important information about how they function [11] . One of the first works [12] illustrate the problem of community detection within a group of monkeys. In this particular case, the unweighted network has been unable to separate the monkeys based on their grooming habits. When considering the amount of grooming as a weight of an edge within the network, it made the problem solvable.
Weighted network might be also considered as a result of network evolution [3] , [13] . An interesting area of research with many potential applications is the field of link prediction, particularly link weight prediction [14] . Bin Zhang and Steve Horvath [6] descibe similar approach to ours. A method of assigning weight to edge as a measure of topological overlap between two nodes is presented. Han et al. [15] introduced the concept of supportiveness, which captures co-authorship relations in a non-symmetric way. And they derive a supportiveness-based author ranking scheme.
It makes sense to assign weights not only to edges, but also to the nodes [16] . The centrality of nodes, or the identification of which nodes are more 'central' than others, has been a key issue in network analysis [17] . Freeman [18] formalized three different measures of node centrality: degree, closeness and betweenness. Degree is the number of nodes that a selected node is connected to, and measures the involvement of the node in the network [17] . Based on our dependency measure we propose a novel degree centrality measure, which provides a ranking of nodes in the network from the most independent to the most dependent ones.
The term 'dependency' which is used in this article has been already used in conjunction with social networks, but this approach is based on probability and it is suited for the collaborative filtering [19] or modeling influence [20] . Also when constructing partial correlation networks [21] , 'dependency' of one node on another node, is calculated for the entire network.
III. MEASURING DEPENDENCY
We understand dependency as a generally asymmetric measure describing a relationship between two nodes of an undirected network (for details see [22] ).
The computation of a dependency D(x, y) of a node x on a node y is done locally, because only the immediate surrounding is searched. From the surrounding of a node x only edges that lead to the neighbors of y are taken into account. That means only relations between a 'friend of a friend' have some significance.
Measuring the Dependency of a Node
As a motivation for the explanation of the term dependency, let us show an example with two adjacent nodes x and y in an unweighted undirected network. Consider the situation in Figures 1a and 1b , where nodes x and y share an edge. The nodes in the first figure have no additional neighbours. In the second figure the node y is adjacent to three additional nodes. The intuition behind the term dependency says, that the relation between nodes in Figure 1a is balanced, while the situation in Figure 1b is different -the node y is less dependent on the node x, than vice versa. Figure 1c contains two additional edges between the node x and two different nodes. In this situation, node x is no longer so highly dependent on node y because of the two new edges. When thinking about dependency in Figure 1c , we should also consider that the new edges include common neighbours of the nodes x and y (which transmit some part of the dependency on the node y). It is evident that dependency must be an asymmetric measure since D(x, y) = D(y, x). 
Measuring the Dependency in a Weighted Network
In a weighted network the weight of edges usually reflect the similarity between the nodes, the strength of an edge describes the level of cooperation or traffic between the nodes. These weights must be taken into consideration when calculating dependency. To illustrate how 'friend of a friend' relations affect the dependency between two nodes, look at the situation on Fig. 2 , where we want to assess the weight from the node V i to the node V j across the node V x . When w xj is weak, also w ij must be weak, e.g. lim wxj →0 (V i V j ) Vx = 0; alternatively when w xj is very strong (in terms of similarity), meaning that nodes V x and V j are almost identical, then w ij is identical to w ix , e.g. lim We define dependency as: Let E(x) be the set of all edges adjacent to the node x. Let Adj(x, y) be the set of all edges between node x and any of the neighbours of node y. Clearly, Adj(x, y) ⊆ E(x). Let W (e) be the weight of edge e and W (v 1 , v 2 ) is the weight of an edge between nodes v 1 and v 2 (W (v 1 , v 2 ) = 0, if there is no such edge). Let x be a non-isolated node of the network. The dependency D(x, y) of node x on node y is defined as:
where R(e i ) is the coefficient of dependency of node x on node y via the common neighbour v i , therefore v i ∈ e i . This dependency describes a relation of one node on another node from the point of view of their surroundings. Using this concept, the dependency of one node on another node, is calculated for the entire network (see Algorithm 1) . We obtain a directed weighted adjacency matrix representing the fully connected network, which is capable of uncovering hidden relationships between the nodes. Once the adjacency matrix has been constructed, it is possible to reconstruct the network, several algorithms may be used, such as minimum spanning tree (MST), or just some sort of threshold.
Presented equations infer D(x, y) ∈ 0; 1 . The dependency being equal to zero means that vertices x and y have no common edge or neighbour. The full dependency (dependency equal to one) describes a situation where node x has only one common edge with node y. 
Dependency Degree Centrality Measure
We define a dependency degree of a node as a sum of all calculated dependency weights of incomming edges from its neighbours. Let N (x) be the set of all nodes adjacent to the node x. Let d ij be the dependency weight of a connection from i to j.
Since dependency between the nodes D(x, y) ∈ 0; 1 , the sum of dependences will be smaller than the classical degree centrality of the node. The higher the depencency degree is, the more nodes in the surrounding of a focal node are dependent on it. In this manner we are capable of a natural ranking of nodes based on their importance in the network. For reference, we have calculated some of the known centrality measures for the unweighted karate club network of Zachary [23] . In Table I each measure has different scale of values, but it is possible to cross-reference them and find differences in proportionality. In Table I only half of the nodes (those with the highest node degree) were listed, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 with the whole network, where the size of the nodes corresponds to dependency degree and PageRank respectively (values here have been scaled to a proper interval). Nodes with noticeable visible difference have been highlighted. Remark 2. The dependency degree centrality is by definition suitable for weighted networks.
Measuring the Dependency in an Unweighted Network
We may use the dependency approach also to unweighted networks and obtain a weighted version of the network, again a directed adjacency matrix is calculated, which is capable of uncovering hidden relationships between the nodes. Dependency degree centrality may be used for assigning weights to the nodes. Using the formula in the equation 1 and 2 for unweighted network, i.e. all weights are equal 1, and we get: Let x be not a non-isolated node of the network. Let W (e) be the weight of edge e and W (v 1 , v 2 ) is the weight of an edge between nodes v 1 and v 2 (W (v 1 , v 2 ) = 0, if there is no such edge). Let R be as in Eq. 2. The dependency D(x, y) of node x on node y is:
For situations depicted on Figure 1 holds: 1a:
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section we focus on applications of our method on real-world network data and we analyze two well known networks in the literature, the Zachary's karate club network [23] and a social network of a community of bottlenose dolphins [24] . We took the original unweighted data and using our method from the previous section we transformed those networks into weighted ones. From the obtained directed adjacency matrix we retained only edges between nodes that were adjacent in original networks. Then from a We may perform a simple reduction of this network and filter some of the weakest edges. We define a binary dependency D(V i , V j ) ∈ {0, 1} and say that nodes are dependent when
Using this simple threshold we reduced our weighted networks. See emerging community structures in Figs. 6 and 10. Also, remaining parts of the network suggest strong dependency of nodes with small dependency degree on the nodes with high dependency degree. In a co-authorship network this is usually a type of relationship a doctoral students have to their supervisors.
To obtain yet another view of the network, this time from the perspective of independency, we made an inversion of dependency weights And after another reduction based on binary division with independent nodes defined as I(V i , V j ) ∈ {0, 1} where 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In our paper we have described the dependency relationship between two nodes of a network. We understand dependency as a local non-symmetrical property of a pair of nodes. We have used this dependency measure when proposing a new degree centrality measure that is well suited for weighted networks. Dependency centrality is computationally similar to classical degree centrality, however it is capable to capture more precisely the importance of a node in a network. The advantage of both degree and dependency centralities is that the knowledge of the entire graph structure is not required, nevertheless dependency centrality naturally evaluates local surrounding of a node. Thanks to this, the dependency cetrality is applicable for analysis of large-scale weighted or unweighted complex networks.
Furthermore, we used dependency measure for the transformation of an originally unweighted network to a weighted network. In the resulting network we interpret the edges as a dependency of a pair of nodes on each other. We may understand dependency also as a binary property. In such a case it is possible to detect strongly dependent or independent subgroups in a network.
We have used the described dependency measure to evaluate relationships between authors in a co-authorship network in our online Forcoa.NET 1 system. In future work we will focus on analysis of large-scale real-world networks. 
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